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1. Technical specifications and delivery  

 
Technical specifications: 
J1939 CAN, 250 kbauds ,29-bit identifier, fixed (hard-wired) 120 Ohm CAN termination resistor 
 

 
A2C59514839 DTCO® GeoLoc 
 
 
 
 
DTCO® GeoLoc - Standard delivery with bare cable ends 

 
 
 
The DTCO® GeoLoc (GPS receiver and position detector) provides the DTCO® with a second motion 
signal (from rel. 2.0, 2.0a, etc.) and vehicle position data. 
 
With the introduction of the DTCO® 2.1 vehicle position data can also be stored in the DTCO® mass 
memory (optional). 
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2. DTCO® GeoLoc - general installation instructions 

Please make sure that the box always has a clear view to the sky for satellite acquisition. Basically, the 
device should be installed either on the dashboard, side window or windscreen. 
 
Mount the GPS box in such a way that it is absolutely flat or slightly tilted. 
 

 
 
Example of installation: 

 

The GPS antenna (patch antenna) is located 
directly below the type plate. 
This means that the type plate should point 
almost completely to the satellites. 

  
 

Steps to be carried out with the CTCII 

- "Universal device programming" if required 

- IMS setting (CAN1/CAN2, odometer) 

- GeoLoc adapt ("Universal device programming procedure") 

- IMS speed (Device testing) 

2.1. Important points to be observed  
The DTCO® GeoLoc features an integrated, hard-wired 120 Ohm CAN termination resistor. 
The CAN settings are fixed to 29-bit ISO-CAN and 250 kbauds. These settings cannot be 
modified. 
 
Important information: 
The M1N1 kit includes the DTCO 1381-0050209001 version  
as with an M1N1 installation the DTCO® is virtually a "stand-alone" device. 
CAN1 and CAN2 are set to ISO-CAN 250 kbauds, 29-bit identifier. 
In addition to this, universal DTCO devices (12/24V) that have not been configured are perfect  
and can always be used together with the DTCO® GeoLoc! 
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2.2. ATTENTION - DTCO® CAN1 permanently connected to other vehicle control units 
In vehicles where the DTCO® CAN1 is permanently connected to other vehicle control units (drive train, 
instrument cluster for instance) and uses these units for communication, it is not permitted to connect 
the DTCO® GeoLoc to CAN1. CAN1 is sometimes safety critical. 
The device must then be connected to CAN2. 
 
Which devices are affected? 
 
Many original OE devices (e.g. Mercedes Sprinter) feature a manufacturer-specific CAN1. 
Attention: Not all original OE devices have a second CAN! 
 
Use a suitable universal device if necessary. 
It is possible to connect the DTCO® GeoLoc to CAN2, together with a DLD Wide Range or Short 
Range. Malfunctions have not yet been reported. 
 
You must however make sure that on the CAN bus exactly 2 active termination resistors (no more and 
no less) are always bridged. 
 
If an OE device version is loaded into a universal device using the universal device programming 
procedure (if the Mercedes Sprinter parameters are loaded into a 12 V universal device  
(1381-0210209002) for instance), the universal device behaves in the same way as an original device 
on CAN1. 
 
This means that CAN1 is now "Mercedes-specific" and cannot be used together with the DTCO® 

GeoLoc. 
 
In this case, the GeoLoc can only be connected to CAN2. 
Use the CTCII Rev. 2.10 to set "IMS" to CAN2 GeoLoc later. 
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2.3. List of OE devices with specific CAN1  
 (no J1939 or termination resistor) 

This means that it is not permitted or possible to connect the GeoLoc to CAN1. 
CAN2 must be used instead. 
 

1381-0111009001 Fiat Ducato 
1381-0010209001 Fendt  Vario series 
1381-1050209001 Isuzu NQR, NPR  
1381-0111109002 Iveco Daily 2012  
1381-0111109003 Iveco Daily 2006  
1381-2010009002 Mercedes ACTROS IV 
1381-0010009002 Mercedes Sprinter NCV3 
1381.1052309003 Renault Magnum, Kerax, Premium, Midlum 
1381.2052309003 Renault Magnum, Kerax, Premium, Midlum 
1381.1070209001 Solaris Bus & Coach 
1381-1012309003 VOLVO FL/FL 
1381-2012309003 VOLVO FL/FL 
1381-0210209002 VDO UNIVERSAL w/o resistor 
1381-2210309002 VDO UNIVERSAL w/o resistor 
1381-4210309002 VDO UNIVERSAL w/o resistor 
1381-0120009002 VW Crafter LT3 
 

2.4. Connection of the GeoLoc not possible (OE devices) 
 A universal device must be used instead. 
 
1381-0070109002 Mitsubishi Truck / Canter, Lift 
1381-1070109005 Mitsubishi Canter 
1381-0070309004 Ford  Transit V347/8 
1381-0070309003 Ford  Transit V347/8 
1381-0250309003 Ford  Transit V362/3 
1381-0071000009 Iveco Daily S2000 
1381-0010009003 Mercedes Sprinter NCV3 
1381-0010009004 Mercedes Vito / VS20 
1381-0101009001 Nissan Atleon TK (3.5t-5.6t) / F91B, MY11 (ZD engine 12V) 
1381-0101009002 Nissan Cabstar TL (2,8-4,5t), MY11 & MY13 
1381-1101009001 Nissan Atleon from 2006 
1381-0111409004 Renault X62, X82 
1381.0111409005 Renault X83 - Trafic (Renault), Vivaro (Opel), Primaster (Nissan) 
1381-0121009002 VW Transporter T5 GP, Amarok 
1381-0120009003 VW Crafter LT3 
1381-0121009003 VW Transporter / LT3 (Crafter) 
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2.5. M1N1 installation - CAN1 connection recommended 
 The kit includes the 1381-0050209001 tachograph. This tachograph features ISO-CAN1. 
 

 

Constant voltage 12 V (terminal 30) – red 
Earth (terminal 31) – black 
Vehicle's v signal – yellow 
to GeoLoc and vehicle's electrical system 
Ignition 
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2.6. Installation proposal (CAN1) based on Y cable harness A2C59514980 
 
The DTCO® GeoLoc is to be connected to CAN1. Points to be observed: 
 

- There are only very few DTCO 2.0 or 2.0a devices where the DTCO® GeoLoc can be 
connected to CAN1! 
(Please refer to the list to find out which DTCO version is supported.) 
 

If connection to DTCO 1381 CAN1 is permitted and possible: 

Use the CTCII to check whether the DTCO supports the DTCO® GeoLoc on CAN1. 
 
# CTC MEASURING  # -> PROGRAMMING -> INSTALLATION DATA -> IMS SIGNAL -> SOURCE 
 
            

   

   

   

 

Is "CAN1 GEOLOC" set to on? If not -> activate it! 
(Create a Technical Data printout to check the setting (last info block). 
 
Use the CTCII and activate "DTCO GeoLoc adapt". 
 
# CTC MEASURING  # -> PROGRAMMING -> SAVE TCO DATA -> WRITE UNIV. DTCO -> 
"GeoLoc adapt" 
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2.7. DTCO plug A - standard connection 

 
to power source / white 

2.8. Use of Y cable harness 
 

 

 
 
DTCO® connected via Y cable harness (DTCO® GeoLoc on CAN1) 
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Plug A, Y cable harness (DTCO side) 
Initial situation if the DTCO® is fully connected 

 
 
Tachograph side: 
Remove plug A and connect it to the coupling on the Y cable harness. 

 
 
 
Plug A, Y cable harness (DTCO GeoLoc side) 
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2.9. DTCO® GeoLoc side 
 
PIN assignment for connecting plug A coupling (white) 
(to be wired in the same way as an E-Speedo) 

 
 
Cable colour Signal description DTCO Pin 
Rot (red) Power supply (9-36V) A1 
Gelb (yellow) Ignition A3 
Orange (orange) CAN1 High A4 
Schwarz (black) Earth (ground) A5 
Braun (brown) CAN2 Low A8 
all other colours reserved -- 

 
Connect the DTCO® GeoLoc cable end to the additional "white" coupling supplied with the Y cable 
harness in accordance with the instructions above. 

 
Connect the "long" end of the Y cable harness to the coupling (white). 
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2.10. Wiring plan if connection to CAN1 possible 

 
from the vehicle's electrical system 
Coupling / Plug / white 
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3. Location of the DTCO® GeoLoc type plate in the vehicle 

 

         
 

 
Example:  
Installing the DTCO® GeoLoc in a current Mercedes Benz VARIO model 
(top right corner between dashboard and windscreen) 
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4. Installation proposal (CAN2) based on Y cable harness A2C59514980 

 
The DTCO® GeoLoc is to be connected to CAN2. Points to be observed: 
Attention: Not all DTCO® devices have a second CAN! 
Does the DTCO® 1381 Rel. 2.x support 250 kbauds and the 29-bit identifier on CAN2?  
Bridge the termination resistor if required. 
 
If connection to DTCO 1381 CAN2 is permitted: 
 
Use the CTCII to check whether the DTCO supports the DTCO® GeoLoc. 
 
# CTC MEASURING  # -> PROGRAMMING -> INSTALLATION DATA -> IMS SIGNAL -> SOURCE 
 
            

   

   

   

 
 

Is "CAN2 GEOLOC" set to on? If not -> activate it! 
 
(Create a Technical Data printout to check the setting (last info block). 
Use the CTCII and activate "DTCO GeoLoc adapt". 
 
# CTC MEASURING  # -> PROGRAMMING -> SAVE TCO DATA -> WRITE UNIV. DTCO -> 
"GeoLoc adapt" 
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The existing cable harness A2C59514980 can also be modified for the red C plug (CAN2 
connection). 
 
From the Y cable harness connector socket A (to the DTCO)... … 

 
 
… remove the two cables in A4 and A8 (and separate them). 
 

 
 
Remove the cables from the Junior Timer and connect one cable to A4 and the other cable to C5 on 
the red C plug (cable coding 11). 
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Remove the cables from the Junior Timer and connect one cable to A8 and the other cable to C7 on 
the red plug (cable coding 14). Attention: Do not forget the bridge between C7 and C8. 

 
 

  
(before) (after) 
 
A4 and A8 no longer have two cables connected to them. 
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CAN2 is now connected to C5 (CAN_H) and C7 to C8 (CAN_L). 
 

 
 
The white coupling on the GeoLoc remains unaltered. 
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4.1. Wiring plan if connected to CAN2 
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5. Checking the second motion signal 

Requirement: 
If the ignition is turned on and after the clock has advanced by at least one calendar minute, the 
DTCO display will not show a warning message. 
 
Connect the CTCII to the front interface (using the relevant cable), press the "Apar" key (DEVICE 
TESTING) and select "IMS TEST". 
Does the DTCO® GeoLoc have a clear view to the sky for satellite acquisition? 
If the test procedure has started, press "ENTER" again. 
If "NO SIGNAL" is displayed: 
 
        

  

 

   

 

The DTCO® GeoLoc has not yet found a GPS position. 
Confirm with ENTER and repeat the test. 
(When the ignition has been turned on, it will take about 3-4 minutes until the DTCO® GeoLoc sends a 
valid GPS position to the DTCO®. 
The test must therefore be performed again. 
 
If satellite data is being received and the vehicle is stationary, the CTCII display will show: 
 
         

     

     

   

 
The test has now been completed successfully. 
During a test drive the display could show: 
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6. Troubleshooting 

 
A few seconds after the ignition has been turned on, this error message is displayed: 

  
 
Use the CTCII to download the DTCO error memory immediately. 
 
  

       

           

 

 
 
What is the reason for this behaviour? 
 
In almost all cases this indicates wiring or configuration errors: 
CAN_H and CAN_L are interchanged or not connected 

a) Terminal 15 (ignition) is not connected or does not match terminal 15 pin A3 (DTCO) 
b) Terminal 30 and/or terminal 31 are not connected properly 
c) CAN1 or CAN2 on the DTCO does not support J1939, 250 kbauds and the 29-bit identifier 
d) IMS setting for "Source" not correct 

 

Important general note: 
 
Terminal 15 on the DTCO® GeoLoc (yellow) must never ever be connected to constant plus 
(terminal 30). 
 
Remedy 
Confirm the above warning. 
Connect the cables properly. Turn the ignition OFF and ON again. 
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The DTCO has been in "power safe" mode for instance. A few seconds after the ignition has 
been turned on, this error message is displayed:  
 

 
 
This indicates a CAN timing problem. 
The error message appears although the DTCO® GeoLoc is connected correctly, the IMS function has 
been positively checked with the CTCII and the correct connection has been confirmed. 
Remedy 
Use the CTCII and select "DTCO GeoLoc adapt". 
 
# CTC MEASURING  # -> PROGRAMMING -> SAVE TCO DATA -> WRITE UNIV. DTCO -> 
"GeoLoc adapt" 
 
  

  

  

 
 
Why should you adapt the Geoloc with the CTCII (GeoLoc adapt)? 
The DTCO® GeoLoc is still active on CAN. This means that the DTCO® GeoLoc is still sending 
positioning data and IMS messages although the ignition has been turned off and the DTCO is no 
longer expecting any messages. 
Run the "DTCO® GeoLoc adapt" function using the CTCII to remove this time offset. The warning 
message will no longer appear. 
 
Additional information about IMS (Independent Motion Signal) 
If the DTCO is in "calibration mode" (workshop card inserted), the following warning message could be 
displayed: 
 

. 
 
 
Attention: 
This message is stored in the error memory but not in the mass memory. 
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